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WORLD ORCHID CONFERENCE TRUST REPORT
AOS TRUSTEES MEETING, APRIL 29, 2011
It’s not too late to make your plans to attend the 20th WOC in Singapore which will be held
from the 13th to the 20th of November 2011. Go to their web site, www.20woc.com.sg, which has
registration, hotel, and other pertinent information.
The pictures below show how work is progressing on the Gardens by the Bay. The banquet
will be in one of the conservatories and the show and conference are in the Marina Bay Sands
Convention Center adjacent to the hotel. It will be spectacular; it will be fun; it will be educational;
and it will be a highlight of your life.
Johan Hermans went to the Dullstroom Terrestrial Orchid Conference in South Africa in
January. In his report to the Trust he indicated that plans for the 21st WOC are progressing. He was
impressed with how ably the conference was organized and he reported that all delegates were taken
care of quite well.
We already have 5 Bid Applications for the 22nd WOC scheduled for 2017 as well as an
indication from a two other countries. Applications have been received from Cali, Colombia;
Montreal, Canada; Perth, Australia; Sanya, China; and Tainan City, Taiwan.
The Trustees have not formally met since the Fall 2010 AOS meeting but are scheduled to do
so in London, England, on the 25th of May.
If you have any questions, please see me at the Shreveport meeting or e-mail me at
sweetbayfarm@charter.net.
Respectfully submitted,
PETER R. FURNISS

View from across Marina Bay.
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Super Trees under construction with two towers of Marina Bay Sands behind them

Two Conservatories, Super Trees, and Marina Bay Sands
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American Orchid Society
Investment Policy Statement

Approved by the Board of Trustees on August 16, 2010

Contact Information
Organization
Name: American Orchid Society
Street: 16700 AOS Lane
City: Delray Beach
State: Florida
Zip: 33446-4351
Telephone: (561) 404-2000
Fax:
(561) 404-2034
Primary Contact Name:
Dr. Ron McHatton, Chief Operating Officer
E-mail address:
rmchatton@aos.org
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Web site address:

www.aos.org

Investment Advisor
Name: Rembert Pendleton Jackson
Street: 7647 Leesburg Pike
City: Falls Church
State: Virginia
Zip: 22043
Telephone: (703) 821-6655
Fax:
(703) 821-2928
Primary Contact Name:
Dwayne Jackson (x420) / Les Irby (x 431)
E-mail address:
daj@rpjadvisors.com / ldi@rpjadvisors.com
Web site address:
www.rpjadvisors.com

Executive Summary
Type of Organization:
Non-Profit Corporation
Organization Name:
American Orchid Society
Organization Name (short form): AOS
Organization sub-type:
N/A
Fiduciary Standard of Care: Florida Code, Enacted 2003, FSA § 1010.10,
Management of Institutional Funds
State of Domicile: Delray Beach, FL
State of Incorporation:
New York
Tax ID:
04-2161893
Current Assets: (as of 6/30/2010) Short-term
$450,000
Long-term
Time Horizon:
Short–term 3 years
Long-term
Targeted Return:
Short-term
3.0%
Long-term
Modeled Standard Deviation:
Short-term
3.5%
Long-term

Florida Uniform

$1,190,000
10 years
6.0%
10.0%

Asset Allocation: Short-term portfolio
Assets will be diversified both by asset class and within each asset class as shown in this Strategic
Allocation table:
ASSET CLASS

LOWER LIMIT

TARGET

UPPER LIMIT

Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
Money Market Funds

50.00%
20.00%
30.00%
0.00%
0.00%

70.00%
20.00%
35.00%
15.00%
0.00%

100.00%
40.00%
50.00%
35.00%
100.00%

International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged

10.00%
5.00%
5.00%

30.00%
15.00%
15.00%

50.00%
25.00%
25.00%

Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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Domestic Small Blend

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

Commodities

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Asset Allocation: Long-term portfolio
Assets will be diversified both by asset class and within each asset class as shown in this Strategic
Allocation table:
ASSET CLASS

LOWER LIMIT

TARGET

UPPER LIMIT

Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
Money Market Funds

15.00%
5.00%
10.00%
0.00%
0.00%

32.00%
8.00%
14.00%
10.00%
0.00%

100.00%
15.00%
25.00%
20.00%
100.00%

International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

8.00%
4.00%
4.00%

16.00%
8.00%
8.00%

Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend

24.00%
5.00%
12.00%
4.00%
3.00%

35.00%
10.00%
15.00%
5.00%
5.00%

55.00%
15.00%
20.00%
15.00%
11.00%

International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend

7.00%
5.00%
2.00%

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%

28.00%
20.00%
8.00%

Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate

3.00%
3.00%
0.00%

7.00%
5.00%
2.00%

14.00%
10.00%
4.00%

Commodities

0.00%

3.00%

6.00%

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Investment Policy Statement (IPS) is to assist the American Orchid Society (AOS)
in effectively supervising, monitoring, and evaluating the management of the Investment Portfolio
(Portfolio). AOS’s investment program is defined in the various sections of the IPS by:
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1. Stating in a written document the AOS attitudes, expectations, objectives and guidelines for the
investment of their assets.
2. Setting forth an investment structure for managing the AOS assets. This structure includes
various asset classes, investment management styles, asset allocation and acceptable ranges
that, in total, are expected to produce an appropriate level of overall diversification and total
investment return over the investment time horizon.
3. Establishing formal criteria to select, monitor, evaluate and compare the performance results
achieved by each investment option on a regular basis.
4. Encouraging effective communication between the AOS and all parties involved with the
investment management decisions.
5. Complying with all applicable fiduciary requirements experienced investment professionals
would utilize and with all applicable laws, rules and regulations from various local, state,
federal and international political entities that may impact the Portfolio.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
Organization Background:
The American Orchid Society was created in 1921 as a 501(c) (3) to promote and support the passion
for orchids through education, conservation, and research.
AOS is more than just a flower club. Throughout its 90-year history the AOS, in keeping with its
vision and mission, has strived to bring members timely and state-of-the-art orchid information,
support basic and applied research in orchids, and monitor and support conservation efforts both here
in North America as well as throughout the World.
A volunteer board of 25 Trustees serves as the fiduciary stewards for the Society’s funds, the
decision-making body for the approval of an annual operating budget, surplus funds, and all other
administrative matters before the organization.
Spending and Investment Goals:
The spending and investment goals of the AOS are:
1. to maintain the purchasing power of the current assets and all future contributions; the
objective is to maintain the level of gift, grants and operating expenses in relation to inflation.
2. to maintain and augment the level of programs and services currently provided. This can
only be accomplished if sufficient total return is reinvested and new funds added to keep pace
with the cost increases and program service levels.
3. to maximize return within reasonable and prudent levels of risk.
4. to maintain an appropriate asset allocation based on a total return policy that is compatible
with a flexible spending policy, while still having the potential to produce positive real
returns.
We recognize that to the extent that our operating expenses exceed revenue and/or investment returns
over a multi-year period, the preservation of the real value of our assets over the long-term becomes
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increasingly difficult. Because the board has determined that the Society should be viewed as a
perpetual institution, investments that have the potential to generate substantial long-term capital gains
will be particularly important.
Portfolio Descriptions:
The AOS has 2 Portfolios as of the date of adoption of this IPS.
1. Short-term Portfolio with assets of approximately $450,000
2. Long-term Portfolio with assets of approximately $1,190,000
The AOS has established a unique asset allocation strategy for each Portfolio taking into account the
purpose and objective of each.
Ultimately the goal of the Short-term Portfolio is to provide liquidity for three years of cash
withdrawals in support of annual grants and normal operating expenses. This also serves to protect the
Long-term Portfolio from liquidating investment assets in the case of cyclical market declines.
Historical studies have indicated that three years would have covered the longest periods of market
declines.
Ultimately the goal of the Long-term Portfolio is to provide growth in total return that will allow for
adding funds to the Short-term portfolio approximately every 3rd year that will provide an additional 3
years of liquidity.
Time Horizon
The Short-term Portfolio’s strategic allocation is based on a short-term (3 year) time horizon. Shortterm liquidity requirements will be satisfied using the assets of the Short-term portfolio.
The Long-term Portfolio’s strategic allocation is based on a (10 year) time horizon.
Risk Tolerances
The AOS recognizes and acknowledges some risk must be assumed in order to achieve the investment
objectives of the Portfolio, and that there are uncertainties and complexities associated with
contemporary investment markets. In establishing the risk tolerances for this IPS, the ability of the
AOS to withstand short and intermediate term variability was considered.
Risk tolerances are defined, from lowest risk to highest risk, as follows:
Operations/Liquidity – Maintain ready access to fund balances to support short
term needs while maximizing returns in money market funds, short term savings,
or CD’s. Recommended minimum investment period is 0 to 2 years.
Capital Preservation – Preserve capital while seeking growth at a rate of return
equal to inflation. Recommended minimum investment period is 3 to 5 years.
Income – Generate current income while seeking to limit losses to principal.
Recommended minimum investment period is 3 to 5 years
Growth plus Income – Accept some market risk but cushion losses in market
declines even at the cost of less than proportionate gains in market advances.
Recommended minimum investment period is over 5 years.
Growth – Seek above average market returns while accepting of proportionate
levels of short-term losses and quarterly performance volatility. Recommended
minimum investment period is over 5 years.
Maximum Growth – Maximize long-term returns while accepting the likelihood
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of short-term losses and quarterly performance volatility. Recommended
minimum investment period is over 5 years.
The AOS’s risk tolerance for the Short-term Portfolio is between Capital Preservation and Income.
The AOS’s risk tolerance for the Long-term Portfolio is between Growth Plus Income and Growth
Performance Expectations
The targeted annual rate of return for the Short-term Portfolio is 3.0% to offset inflation and provide
for investments and advisor/management fees.
The targeted annual rate of return for the Long-term Portfolio is 6.0% to offset inflation and
investment management expenses as well as allow for growth to fund future grants and operating
expenses.
The targeted rate of return was determined as follows:
Rate of return to be used for reserve funding:
Rate of return to be used to offset the effects of inflation:
Rate of return to be used for operating expenses:
Rate of return to be used for investments & advisor/management fees:
Total targeted Rate of Return:

3.0%
2.0%
0.0%
1.0%
6.0%

ASSET CLASS GUIDELINES
Strategic Allocation
The AOS believes that the long-term investment performance, in large part, is primarily a function of
asset class mix. Therefore, the AOS has reviewed the long term performance characteristics of the
broad asset classes as shown in Appendix A, focusing on balancing the risks and rewards, in order to
determine the specific asset allocation targets shown in the Executive Summary for each AOS
Portfolio.
Historically, while interest-generating investments, such as bond portfolios, have the advantage of
relative stability of principal value, they provide little opportunity for real long-term capital growth due
to their susceptibility to inflation. On the other hand, equity investments, such as common stocks,
clearly have a significantly higher expected return but have the disadvantage of much greater year-byyear variability of return. From an investment decision-making point of view, this year-by-year
variability may be worth accepting, provided the time horizon for the equity portion of the portfolio is
sufficiently long (five years or greater).
The following asset classes were selected and ranked in ascending order of “risk” (least to most)
according to the 12/31/2009 5-year standard deviation values in Appendix A..
STANDARD
DEVIATION

ASSET CLASS
Inflation
Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond

1.88%
2.19%
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International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Domestic Fixed Income
Intermediate Bond
Domestic Fixed Income
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Large Value
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Commodities
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Small Blend
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Small Value
International Stock Funds
Foreign Small Blend
Domestic Real Estate

2.75%
3.31%
7.42%
8.83%
16.74%
18.13%
20.72%
21.45%
22.44%
22.75%
23.58%
34.94%

Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2008 – as of 12/31/2009

Rebalancing of Strategic Allocation
The percentage allocation to each asset class and within each asset class may vary depending upon
market conditions. The Strategic Allocation table in the Executive Summary states the upper limits,
lower limits and target percentages for each of the selected assets in the Portfolio. The percentage
allocation to each asset class will be reviewed quarterly. In addition, when necessary and/or available,
cash inflows/outflows will be deployed in a manner consistent with the strategic allocation and
allocation ranges in the Portfolio.
The Strategic Allocation has been established to match the investment objectives and time horizon of
the organization. Accordingly, changes to the Strategic Allocation will be considered at least yearly.
Portfolio withdrawal objectives – Short-term portfolio
Approved annual operating expenses and grants will be funded from the Short-term portfolio. When
feasible the Short-term portfolio will maintain a balance sufficient to meet near term needs, while
attempting to avoid the need to use funds from the Long-term portfolio except for special
circumstances. It will also have the Restricted Funds that have been designated to generate interest to
carry out the intent of the funds (such as the AOS Awards Fund) and those that have principal
protection requirements (such as the AOS Liddell Research Fund).
The Short-term portfolio may also be used to fund additions to the Long-term portfolio from time to
time if appropriate.
Portfolio withdrawal procedures – Long-term portfolio
The AOS Long-term portfolio will be targeted for annual growth and used for funds that are not
appropriate for the assets in the Short-term portfolio. These funds may be used for projects approved
by the Board of Trustees that cannot be fully funded from the Short-term account balances. Specific
guidelines and formulas for use of the Long-term portfolio principal, interest, dividends, and capital
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gains are determined by the Board on a case by case basis or in accordance with the strictures of the
particular restricted line item or line item group.
Portfolio management decision rule
Following years in which an equity class has a positive return that produces a weighting in excess of its
targeted allocation, the excess allocation will be sold and the proceeds may be used to rebalance the
Long term Portfolio. The Board of Trustees may also elect to have the excess allocation transferred to
the Short-term Portfolio to meet future withdrawal requirements.
No withdrawals will be taken from an equity asset class following a year in which it had a negative
return so long as cash or fixed income assets are sufficient to fund withdrawal requirements.
Portfolio withdrawals are to be funded at the beginning of the AOS fiscal year in the following order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Any dividends, interest or capital gain distributions that have not been re-invested by year end.
Cash from rebalancing any over-weighted equity classes from the prior year end.
Cash from rebalancing any over-weighted fixed income assets from the prior year.
Withdrawals from remaining cash.
Withdrawals from remaining equity assets in order of prior years’ performance.

IMPLEMENTATION
The AOS and Advisor will apply the following due diligence criteria in selecting each investment
manager or mutual fund.
1. Regulatory oversight: Each investment option should be managed by: (a) a bank; (b) an
insurance company; (c) a registered investment company (mutual fund); or (d) a registered
investment advisor.
2. Correlation to style or peer group: The investment option should be highly correlated to the
asset class being implemented. This is one of the most critical parts of the analysis since most
of the remaining due diligence involves comparisons of the investment options to the
appropriate peer group.
3. Performance relative to peer group: The investment option’s performance should be evaluated
against a peer group’s median return for 1, 3, and 5 year cumulative periods. Performance
should be above the peer group median for 1, 3, and 5 year periods.
4. Performance relative to assumed risk: The investment option’s risk-adjusted performance
(Alpha and/or Sharpe Ratio) should be evaluated against the peer group’s median risk-adjusted
performance. Risk-adjusted performance should be above the peer group median.
5. Minimum track record: The investment option should have sufficient history so that
performance statistics can be properly calculated. Inception date should be 3-years or more.
6. Assets in the product: The investment option should have sufficient assets so that the manager
can properly trade the account. The investment option should have at least $75 million under
management (can include assets in related share classes).
7. Holdings consistent with style: The underlying securities of the investment option should be
consistent with the associated broad asset class. At least 80% of the underlying securities
should be consistent with the broad asset class. For example, a Large-Cap Growth product
should not hold more than 20% in cash, fixed income and/or international securities.
8. Expense Ratios/fees: The investment option’s fees should be fair and reasonable. Fees should
not be in the bottom quartile (most expensive) of the peer group.
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9. Stability of the organization: There should be no perceived organizational problems. The same
management team should be in place for at least 2 years.

MONITORING
Performance Objectives
The AOS acknowledges fluctuating rates of return characterize the securities markets, particularly
during short-term time periods. Recognizing that short-term fluctuations may cause variations in
performance, the AOS intends to evaluate performance from a long-term perspective.
The AOS is aware the ongoing review and analysis of the investment options is just as important as the
due diligence process. The performance of the investment options will be monitored on an ongoing
basis and it is at the AOS’s discretion to take corrective action by replacing a manager if they deem it
appropriate at any time.
On a timely basis, at least quarterly, the AOS Finance Committee’s Investment Task Force will meet to
review whether each investment option continues to conform to the search criteria outlined in the
Implementation section, specifically:
1. The investment option’s adherence to the due diligence criteria;
2. Material changes in the investment option’s organization, investment philosophy and/or
personnel; and,
3. Any legal, SEC and/or other regulatory agency proceedings affecting the investment option’s
organization.
4. The portfolio will be rebalanced quarterly, if deemed necessary, by the Financial Advisor in
consultation with the Investment Task Force and Treasurer to maintain investment parameters.
Benchmarks
The AOS has determined that performance objectives be established for each investment option.
Manager performance will be evaluated in terms of an appropriate benchmark for selected asset
classes.
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Fixed Income – Short-Term Bond
Domestic Fixed Income – Intermediate Bond
Domestic Fixed Income – TIPS
International Fixed Income – Hedged
International Fixed Income – Un Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds – Domestic Large Value
Domestic Stock Funds – Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Stock Funds – Domestic Small Value
Domestic Stock Funds – Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds – Foreign Large Blend
International Stock Funds – Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate – Domestic Real Estate
Real Estate – Foreign Real Estate
Commodities – Commodities
Inflation

BENCHMARK
Lehman 1-5 Year Government/Credit Bond
Lehman Intermediate US Government/Credit
Lehman TIPS Index
J.P. Morgan Global Non US Government – Hgd
J.P. Morgan Global Non US Government
Russell 1000 Value Index
S&P 500 Composite Total Return
Russell 2000 Value
Russell 2000 Index
MCSI EAFE Index
MCSI EAFE Small Cap Index
FTSE NAREIT REIT – Equity
FTSE EPA/NAREIT Global Real Estate (excl. US)
Dow Jones AIG Commodity Index (Total Return)
Consumer Price Index – US
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Watch List Criteria
An investment option may be placed on a WATCH LIST and a thorough review and analysis of the
investment option may be conducted when:
1. An investment option performs below median for their peer group over a 1, 3, and/or 5 year
cumulative period.
2. An investment option’s 3-year risk adjusted return (Alpha and/or Sharpe) falls below the peer
group’s median risk adjusted return.
3. There is a change in the professionals managing the investment option.
4. There is a significant decrease or increase in the investment option’s assets.
5. There is an indication the investment option is deviating from the stated style and/or strategy.
6. There is an increase in the investment option’s fees and expenses.
7. Any extraordinary event occurs that may interfere with the investment option’s ability to
prudently manage investment assets.
The decision to retain or terminate an investment option cannot be made by a formula. It is the AOS’s
confidence of an investment option’s ability to perform in the future that ultimately determines the
retention of an investment option.
Measuring Costs
The AOS will review at least annually all costs associated with the management of the Portfolio,
including:
1. Expense ratios of each mutual fund against the appropriate peer group.
2. Administrative fees: costs to administer the Portfolio, including record keeping, custody and
trust fees.
3. Fees for investment management, retainers, and trading costs.
4. The proper identification and accounting of all parties receiving soft dollars and/or 12b-1 fees
generated by the Portfolio.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsibilities of the AOS
As fiduciaries to the AOS, board members are responsible for the prudent management of AOS assets.
Prudent management includes, but is not limited to, evaluating and then approving or rejecting
recommendations of the Investment Advisor in the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prepare and maintain this Investment Policy Statement.
Prudently diversify the AOS assets to meet an agreed upon risk/return profile.
Prudently select investment options.
Control and account for all investment, record keeping, and administrative expenses associated
with the Portfolio.
5. Monitor and supervise all service vendors and investment options.
6. Avoid prohibited transactions and conflicts of interest.
Responsibilities of the Investment Advisor
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The Investment Advisor serves as an objective, third-party professional retained to assist the AOS in
managing the overall investment process. The Advisor is responsible for guiding the AOS through a
disciplined and rigorous investment process to enable the AOS to meet the fiduciary responsibilities
outlined above.
More specifically, the Investment Advisor responsibilities include:
1. Recommend investment strategies in accordance with the guidelines set forth in the IPS. Any
deviation from the IPS should be expressed in a separate written agreement when deviation is
deemed prudent by the AOS.
2. Provide the following information to the AOS on quarterly basis:
a. Statement of account
b. Transaction statement including additions and withdrawals to account.
c. Performance appraisal report. This report should include time-weighted performance
for the composite fund and each respective asset class.
d. Portfolio asset allocation report for the funds under management.
3. Promptly inform the AOS, in writing, in regard to all significant or material matters and
changes pertaining to the investment of fund assets.
4. On a timely basis, but not less than one time per year, meet with the AOS to address
performance, activities, organizational changes, and the AOS’s investment policy. Also,
provide their reading of market conditions, itemizing in particular any major changes in
investment strategy and the possible need for rebalancing of the asset allocation if deemed
appropriate.

Responsibilities of the Custodian
Custodians are responsible for the safekeeping of the AOS’s assets. The specific duties and
responsibilities of the custodian include, but are not limited by the following:
1. Value the holdings.
2. Collect all income and dividends owed to the AOS.
3. Settle all transactions (buy-sell orders).
Provide monthly reports that detail transactions, cash flows, securities held and their current value, and
change in value of each security and the overall Portfolio since the previous report.

INVESTMENT POLICY REVIEW
The AOS Finance Committee’s Investment Task Force will review this IPS at least annually to
determine whether stated investment objectives are still relevant and the continued feasibility of
achieving the same and report to the AOS Finance Committee if they are not. It is not expected that
the IPS will change frequently. In particular, short-term changes in the financial markets should not
require adjustments to the IPS.

APPROVAL
Prepared and approved by (Investment Advisor):
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Name

Title

Dwayne Jackson

Principal
Rembert, Pembleton, Jackson

Signature

Date

____________________

_______

APPENDIX A
Average Annual Returns and Standard Deviations – 1
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation (CPI)

Year (as of 12/31/2009) *1 *2

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY

4.62%
5.24%
11.41%

1.84
2.82
7.59

Short Term Bond
Intermediate –Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond

2.26%
3.94%

2.50
11.35

World Bond
World Bond

19.69%
26.46%
20.58%
27.17%

27.09
22.18
33.14
29.32

Large Value
Large Blend
Small Value
Small Blend

32.46%
47.32%

25.37
25.03

Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value

27.99%
38.03%
18.91%
2.90%

48.11
31.31
15.55
0.89

Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Natural Res.
N/A

* 1 -Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2009 – as of 12/31/2009
*2 – The performance returns of these indexes do not reflect the deductions for advisory fees and all other expenses such as commissions and custodial fees.
The performance results are total return; time-weighted rates of return expressed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and income. In no
circumstances should the identified returns be regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that Organizations will receive or are likely to achieve any
particular result. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss; past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Organizations cannot invest directly in
an index.

Sorted by Average Annual Return
ASSET CLASS
Foreign Small Blend
Foreign Real Estate
Foreign Large Blend
Domestic Real Estate
Domestic Small Blend
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Large Value
Commodities
TIPS
Intermediate Bond
Short-Term Bond

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN
47.32%
38.03%
32.46%
27.99%
27.17%
26.46%
20.58%
19.69%
18.91%
11.41%
5.24%
4.62%

STANDARD
DEVIATION
25.03
31.31
25.37
48.11
29.32
22.18
33.14
27.09%
15.55
7.59
2.82
1.84
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MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY
Foreign Small/Mid Value
Specialty – Real Estate
Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Specialty – Real Estate
Small Blend
Large Blend
Small Value
Large Value
Specialty – Natural Res.
Inflation Protected Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Short Term Bond

Int’l F/I – Non Hedged
Inflation (CPI)
Int’l F/I – Hedged US

3.94%
2.90%
2.26%

11.35
0.89
2.50
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World Bond
N/A
World Bond

Average Annual Returns and Standard Deviations – 3
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation (CPI)

Year (as of 12/31//2009) *1 *2

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY

5.67%
5.90%
6.69%

2.50
3.82
8.92

Short Term Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond

5.07%
8.82%

2.99
10.09

World Bond
World Bond

-8.96%
-5.63%
-8.22%
-6.07%

22.48
20.79
27.46
26.62

Large Value
Large Blend
Small Value
Small Blend

-5.57%
-7.25%

25.33
28.51

Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value

-12.41%
-15.20%
-3.83%
2.34%

43.54
30.89
24.55
2.02

Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Natural Res.
N/A

*1 - Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2009 – as of 12/31/2009
*2 – The performance returns of these indexes do not reflect the deductions for advisory fees and all other expenses such as commissions and custodial fees.
The performance results are total return; time-weighted rates of return expressed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and income. In no
circumstances should the identified returns be regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that Organizations will receive or are likely to achieve any
particular result. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss; past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Organizations cannot invest directly in
an index.

Sorted by Average Annual Return
ASSET CLASS
Int’l F/I – Non Hedged
TIPS
Intermediate Bond
Short-Term Bond
Int’l F/I – Hedged US
Inflation (CPI)
Commodities
Foreign Large Blend
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN
8.82%
6.69%
5.90%
5.67%
5.07%
2.34%
-3.83%
-5.57%
-5.63%
-6.07%
-7.25%
-8.22%
-8.96%
-12.41%
-15.20%

STANDARD
DEVIATION
10.09
8.92
3.82
2.50
2.99
2.02
24.55
25.33
20.79
26.62
28.51
27.46
22.48
43.54
30.89
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MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY
World Bond
Inflation Protected Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Short Term Bond
World Bond
N/A
Specialty – Natural Res.
Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Large Blend
Small Blend
Foreign Small/Mid Value
Small Value
Large Value
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate

Average Annual Returns and Standard Deviations – 5
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation (CPI)

Year (as of 12/31/2009) *1 *2

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY

4.52%
4.66%
4.65%

2.19
3.31
7.42

Short Term Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond

4.78%
4.56%

2.75
8.83

World Bond
World Bond

-0.25%
0.41%
-0.01%
0.51%

18.13
16.74
22.75
22.44

Large Value
Large Blend
Small Value
Small Blend

4.02%
3.88%

20.72
23.58

Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value

0.36%
N/A
1.96%
2.60%

34.94
N/A
21.45
1.88

Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Natural Res.
N/A

*1 - Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2009 – as of 12/31/2009
*2 – The performance returns of these indexes do not reflect the deductions for advisory fees and all other expenses such as commissions and custodial fees.
The performance results are total return; time-weighted rates of return expressed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and income. In no
circumstances should the identified returns be regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that Organizations will receive or are likely to achieve any
particular result. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss; past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Organizations cannot invest directly in
an index.

Sorted by Average Annual Return
ASSET CLASS
Int’l F/I – Hedged US
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
Int’l F/I – Non Hedged
Short-Term Bond
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Inflation (CPI)
Commodities
Domestic Small Blend
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Real Estate
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Large Value
Foreign Real Estate

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN
4.78%
4.66%
4.65%
4.56%
4.52%
4.02%
3.88%
2.60%
1.96%
0.51%
0.41%
0.36%
-0.01%
-0.25%
N/A

STANDARD
DEVIATION
2.75
3.31
7.42
8.83
2.19
20.72
23.58
1.88
21.45
22.44
16.74
34.94
22.75
18.13
N/A
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MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY
World Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond
World Bond
Short Term Bond
Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value
N/A
Specialty – Natural Res.
Small Blend
Large Blend
Specialty – Real Estate
Small Value
Large Value
Specialty – Real Estate

Average Annual Returns and Standard Deviations –10
ASSET CLASS

Year (as of 12/31/2009) *1 *2

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY

4.96%
5.92%
N/A

2.31
3.47
N/A

Short Term Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond

5.34%
6.67%

2.58
8.92

World Bond
World Bond

2.47%
-0.95%
8.27%
3.51%

16.84
16.72
20.18
22.44

Large Value
Large Blend
Small Value
Small Blend

1.58%
N/A

18.66
N/A

Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value

10.63%
N/A
7.13%
2.54%

26.60
N/A
18.08
1.52

Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Natural Res.
N/A

Domestic Fixed Income
Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation (CPI)

*1 - Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2009 – as of 12/31/2009
*2 – The performance returns of these indexes do not reflect the deductions for advisory fees and all other expenses such as commissions and custodial fees.
The performance results are total return; time-weighted rates of return expressed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and income. In no
circumstances should the identified returns be regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that Organizations will receive or are likely to achieve any
particular result. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss; past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Organizations cannot invest directly in
an index.

Sorted by Average Annual Return
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Real Estate
Domestic Small Value
Commodities
Int’l F/I – Non Hedged
Intermediate Bond
Int’l F/I – Hedged US
Short-Term Bond
Domestic Small Blend
Inflation (CPI)
Domestic Large Value
Foreign Large Blend
Domestic Large Blend
TIPS
Foreign Small Blend
Foreign Real Estate

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN
10.63%
8.27%
7.13%
6.67%
5.92%
5.34%
4.96%
3.51%
2.54%
2.47%
1.58%
-0.95%
N/A
N/A
N/A

STANDARD
DEVIATION
26.60
20.18
18.08
8.92
3.47
2.58
2.31
22.44
1.52
16.84
18.66
16.72
N/A
N/A
N/A

Average Annual Returns & Standard Deviations –20
ASSET CLASS

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN

Year (as of 012/31/2009)*1 *2
STANDARD
DEVIATION

Domestic Fixed Income
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MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY
Specialty – Real Estate
Small Value
Specialty – Natural Res.
World Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
World Bond
Short Term Bond
Small Blend
N/A
Large Value
Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Large Blend
Inflation Protected Bond
Foreign Small/Mid Value
Specialty – Real Estate

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY

Short-Term Bond
Intermediate Bond
TIPS
International Fixed Income
Hedged – US
Non Hedged
Domestic Stock Funds
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Large Blend
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Small Blend
International Stock Funds
Foreign Large Blend
Foreign Small Blend
Real Estate
Domestic Real Estate
Foreign Real Estate
Commodities
Inflation (CPI)

5.84%
6.59%
N/A

2.33
3.30
N/A

Short Term Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Inflation Protected Bond

N/A
7.50%

N/A
8.82

World Bond
World Bond

8.82%
8.21%
10.34%
8.34%

15.20
15.48
17.73
20.33

Large Value
Large Blend
Small Value
Small Blend

4.42%
N/A

18.12
N/A

Foreign Lg.Growth/Value
Foreign Small/Mid Value

9.88%
N/A
N/A
2.74%

20.74
N/A
N/A
1.18

Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Real Estate
Specialty – Natural Res.
N/A

*1 - Data in this table is from Thomson Financial Company © 2009 – as of 12/31/2009
*2 – The performance returns of these indexes do not reflect the deductions for advisory fees and all other expenses such as commissions and custodial fees.
The performance results are total return; time-weighted rates of return expressed in U.S. dollars and reflect the reinvestment of all dividends and income. In no
circumstances should the identified returns be regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that Organizations will receive or are likely to achieve any
particular result. Inherent in any investment is the potential for loss; past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Organizations cannot invest directly in
an index.

Sorted by Average Annual Return
ASSET CLASS
Domestic Small Value
Domestic Real Estate
Domestic Large Value
Domestic Small Blend
Domestic Large Blend
Int’l F/I – Non Hedged
Intermediate Bond
Short-Term Bond
Foreign Large Blend
Inflation (CPI)
Commodities
TIPS
Int’l F/I – Hedged US
Foreign Small Blend
Foreign Real Estate

AVG. ANNUAL
RETURN
10.34%
9.88%
8.82%
8.34%
8.21%
7.50%
6.59%
5.84%
4.42%
2.74%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

STANDARD
DEVIATION
17.73
20.74
15.20
20.33
15.48
8.82
3.30
2.33
18.12
1.18
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

MORNINGSTAR
CATEGORY
Small Value
Specialty – Real Estate
Large Value
Small Blend
Large Blend
World Bond
Intermediate Term Bond
Short Term Bond
Foreign Lg. Growth/Value
N/A
Specialty – Natural Res.
Inflation Protected Bond
World Bond
Foreign Small/Mid Value
Specialty – Real Estate

American Orchid Society
POLICY STATEMENT – GENERAL OPERATING FUNDS
CASH MANAGEMENT POLICY
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CASH MANAGEMENT POLICY
Introduction - The Board of Trustees of The American Orchid Society (AOS) has determined that
establishing a cash management policy is important to the operation of the Society for the stability and
flexibility it can provide. Adequate funds must be readily available to meet the normal operating
expenses of the Society and ensure continued unencumbered operations.
This policy sets forth the guidelines to be followed by the Society for the prudent management of
general operating funds.
AOS receives annual revenue from membership dues and other sources. These revenues are received
unevenly during an operating year. Since operating expenses are incurred more evenly over the entire
fiscal year, general operating account balances may alternate between shortfall and excess balances.
Sufficient Excess amounts of operating revenue that are not needed to support current operations shall
be placed in timed interest bearing instruments until such time as needed.
Shortfall shall be covered first from the timed interest bearing instruments, and 2nd from a line of
credit.
Annual budgeting shall include line items for repayment of any outstanding loans to the extent that
there is net profit before depreciation and not to exceed any positive cash flow.
Purpose - The purpose of the timed interest bearing instruments is to realize interest earnings on funds
not immediately needed for operations while preserving principle.
Management - The Chief Operating Officer will have responsibility for determining the amounts to be
maintained in general operating accounts to fulfill the payroll and other financial obligations of the
Society. Any excess funds may be used to purchase timed interest bearing instruments.
Funds may be held in FDIC insured money market accounts or certificates of deposit only. Certificate
of deposit(s) may have a maximum duration of a year or permit withdrawal with penalties.
Authorization for Use – The Chief Operating Officer, when present, is the only authority to purchase
timed interest bearing instruments. In his absence, any other person who has check signing authority
may purchase them.

American Orchid Society
POLICY STATEMENT – BOARD DESIGNATED FUNDS
OPERATING RESERVE FUND
STRATEGIC RESERVES FUND
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INTRODUCTION
The Board of Trustees of the American Orchid Society (AOS) has determined that establishing reserve
funds is important to the operation of the Society for the stability and flexibility they can provide.
Adequate reserve levels will sustain AOS through potential economic downturns and unanticipated
changes in revenue, expenses, or mission. Reserves will also allow the organization to have the
flexibility to consider new mission related programs and investments that will benefit the organization
over the long term.
This policy statement establishes two reserve funds:



Operating Reserve Fund
Strategic Reserve Fund

These reserve funds will be initially funded with unrestricted net assets. When allowed by donor, the
use of temporarily and/or permanently restricted net assets may also become part of these reserve
funds. This policy further sets forth the guidelines for the management of these reserves as well as
future additions and withdrawals from each fund.
OPERATING RESERVE FUND
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the Operating Reserve Fund is to enable AOS to withstand the impact of economic
downturns and/or periods of unanticipated decrease in revenue or increase in expenses.
Several non-profit industry surveys and studies have concluded that calculating the appropriate amount
for an operating reserve does not lend itself to a formula that can be universally determined and
applied. Rather, it is highly dependent upon many factors, which may include the organization’s
purpose, membership, revenue timing, revenue sources, size of paid staff, mission related programs,
and level of fixed and variable expenses.
Accordingly, the AOS governing Board has considered the following factors:
- The Board takes a long-term view toward maintaining the program related services of the
organization and its attitude is to be very sure there are always resources available.
- The Board’s approach to planning and budgeting is both conservative and prudent.
- AOS has experienced variable revenue streams and extraordinary expenses in the past. As a
result the board considers the establishment of a formal Operating Reserve Fund to be a
fundamentally sound financial management practice.
- Should any of the current sources of revenue decline, or a significant amount of capital be
required for an unanticipated operating expense, there is very limited opportunity to quickly
identify backup sources of revenue or expanded revenue from new members.
- The Board wishes to implement policies that will minimize the need for any actions that may
impact existing programs and staffing levels.
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Taking these factors into consideration and in order for AOS to ensure operational stability, the Board
has determined that the organization shall strive to maintain an amount equal to 3 months, or 25% of
planned annual operating expenses in an Operating Reserve Fund. This amount may grow up to 50%.
This reserve will allow for continued unencumbered operations as well as allow time for the Board and
executive staff to determine and implement a suitable course of action to address any unanticipated
circumstances.
Operating Reserve Fund Balance
This policy is being adopted initially during the 2010-11fiscal year and may be amended by the Board
at anytime. The approved annual operating budget for 2010-11 is $1,700,000. Accordingly, the initial
amount of the Operating Reserve Fund will be $425,000. These funds will be allocated from
unrestricted net assets or funds designated for this purpose and placed in a separate account.
At the end of each fiscal year, based upon the budget for the upcoming year, the amount required to be
maintained in the Operating Reserve Fund for the following year will be recalculated.
Use of the Operating Reserve Fund
The Operating Reserve Fund is available for use at the discretion of the Chief Operating Officer and
the Board to sustain financial operations in the case of any emergency or unanticipated event such as
significant economic downturns, unbudgeted increases in operating expenses and/or losses in operating
revenue.
Management of the Operating Reserve Fund
The Operating Reserve Fund will be in a separate account and managed in accordance with a Board
approved Investment Policy Statement.
If the annual budget is lower in a subsequent fiscal year, the Board will determine if the Operating
Reserve Fund balance should be reduced accordingly OR if the Board shall contribute the surplus to
the Strategic Reserves Fund OR if the Board should retain the monies as undesignated net assets in the
general operating Account.
As part of prudent planning for future increases in annual operating expenses, AOS will retain all
investment earnings (interest, dividends, etc) in the Operating Reserve Fund, up to a maximum of 50%
of the annual operating budget.
At each year end, the amount required to be maintained in the Operating Reserve Fund is recalculated.
- Any amounts over 50% will be contributed to the Strategic Reserves Fund.
- If the Operating Reserve fund is below 25%, additional contributions from the general
operating account unrestricted net assets will be used to raise the level to 25%.
- If there are insufficient funds in the general operating account to meet the 25% level, additional
contributions will come from the Strategic Reserves Fund in so far as possible.
As part of prudent planning for future increases in annual operating expenses and reserves, AOS will
build an annual contribution to reserves in the annual operating budget. The contribution shall be
targeted at 2 1/2% of total annual budget.
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At each year end, the Chief Operating Officer will recommend to the Board any amounts available for
contribution to reserve funds. Such funds will be used first to fully fund the Operating Reserve Fund
and second to provide additional contributions to the Strategic Reserves Fund.
Authorization of Expenditures from the Operating Reserve Fund
Any amounts to be spent from the reserve balance must comply with the Society’s Purchasing Policy
in effect at the time of that the funds are needed without further Board approval.

STRATEGIC RESERVES FUND
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of the Strategic Reserves Fund is to set aside funds, in excess of the Operating Reserve
Fund, on a disciplined basis that will be available for major new initiatives that will further the mission
of AOS and/or provide for meeting unforeseen challenges to sustaining the programs and mission of
AOS. Responding to these events may require significant development, one-time or start-up costs.
The Board of Trustees has determined that the amount of funding required for this fund cannot be
determined by formula.
Accordingly, the AOS Board of Trustees has considered the current mission, strategic plan and
potential uses of the Strategic Reserves Fund in determining that the organization shall maintain
between 3 months and 12 months of the annual operating budget in a Strategic Reserves Fund.
Strategic Initiatives Fund Balance
This policy is being initially adopted during the 2010-11 fiscal year and may be amended by the Board
at anytime. The approved annual operating budget for 2010-11 is $1,700,000. Accordingly, the initial
amount of the Strategic Initiatives Fund shall be $425,000. These funds will be allocated from existing
unrestricted net assets and placed in a separate account.
If unrestricted net asset balances are not sufficient to fully fund the Strategic Reserves Fund at the full
recommended minimum level of $425,000, the Chief Operating Officer shall recommend to the Board
the initial funding balance.
Use of the Strategic Reserves Fund
Activities which may require the use of the Strategic Reserves Fund will be in the furtherance of the
organizations core mission and may include items such as:
 Special or one-time new membership drives, fundraising initiatives, or fund development
efforts.
 New program initiatives or events which may be requested by a Board designated committee.
Such request shall clearly describe the proposed new activity, its anticipated one-time or
recurring cost. It will also describe the anticipated benefit toward furthering the mission of
AOS as justification for the expenditure of strategic reserve funds.
 Development of new or expanded educational materials or programs for the membership and/or
public.
 Establishing new programs, intern positions, staff positions, or contract services to promote the
value and mission of AOS.
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Major new information technology or website refresh projects which cannot be normally be
funded through the annual budgeting process.
Headquarters office relocation, acquisition, capital improvement, and/or reconfiguration costs.
Other Board designated initiatives.

Management of the Strategic Reserves Fund
The Strategic Reserves Fund will be in a separate account and managed in accordance with a Board
approved Investment Policy Statement.
As part of prudent planning for the future, AOS will retain all investment earnings (interest, dividends,
realized gains, unrealized gains, etc) in the Strategic Reserves Fund.
As part of prudent planning for future increases in annual operating expenses and reserves, AOS will
build an annual contribution to reserves in the annual operating budget. The contribution shall be
targeted at 2 1/2% of total annual budget.
At each year end, the President will recommend to the Board any amounts available for contribution to
reserve funds. Such funds will be used first to fully fund the Operating Reserve Fund and second to
provide additional contributions to the Strategic Reserves Fund.
Authorization of Expenditures from the Strategic Initiatives Fund
Any amounts to be spent from the reserve balance must comply with the Society’s Purchasing Policy
in effect at the time of that the funds are needed without further Board approval.
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Draft, 12/14/10
Gift Acceptance and Processing: Policy and Procedure
Effective Date
(Date of Board Approval)
Single Policy
This policy replaces all others related to Gift Acceptance and Processing and shall remain in effect
until the Board of Trustees votes to replace or nullify it.
Introduction
For the purpose of this policy, the American Orchid Society is referred to as the AOS, and the
governing body, the Board of Trustees, is referred to as the Board. This policy is intended to guide the
AOS professional staff, volunteers and Board members on matters of gift acceptance.
1.0 Acceptance Authority Limitations
Gifts of personal property must be approved by the appropriate level of management before
acceptance can be guaranteed. The following defines those levels of approval:
Under $5,000. Authorization delegated by COO as required.
$5,000 - $50,000. COO review and approval.
$50,000 - $250,000. COO and Treasurer review and approval jointly.
Above $250,000, or if COO and Treasurer disagree, EC will vote to bring to Board of Trustees.
The COO may, at his discretion, ask the EC to establish an ad hoc committee to help determine
the suitability or acceptance of a gift.
Gifts and donations are credited in accordance with the rules and regulations in effect at the time
the donor relinquishes control to the AOS. In general, this will be at fair market or actual cash
value in US monetary worth.
2.0 Types of Gifts Accepted
The AOS encourages and solicits all contributions that conform to United States IRS guidelines
for a 501-c-3 organization. Current IRS guidelines include Pub. 561, and Form 8283, when
applicable. Donors are encouraged to seek professional counsel such as independent financial
planner, legal advisor and/or tax consultant. The AOS reserves the right to use counsel at its own
expense as guidance and may decline a gift if donor has not obtained independent advice.
Acceptable gifts are not limited to, but include, cash, publicly traded securities, privately own
corporate stock, personal and real property, bequests, life insurance, reinsured gift annuities, gifts
of retirement benefits, residual interest gifts, charitable remainder trusts, realized estates and
sponsorships.
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The AOS recognizes that some gifts and/or donations may have restrictions placed on them by the
donor. Treatment of such is detailed in 3.0 Asset Mangement.
3.0 Asset Management
General: AOS maintains its book in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Practices
of the United States, as maintained by the Financial Accounting Standards Board, for nonprofit entities.
Realized gifts, whether restricted or not, will be placed on the accounting books in accordance
with the principles herein. Unrealized donations and pledges in excess of $3,000 will be place
in an appropriate suspense account until realized. Pledges under $3,000 will not be booked
until realized.
Any material gift received that has a useful life or benefit of substantially more than one year
and a current value or $3000 or above at the time of ownership transfer will be capitalized and
placed individually on the asset books. An identifying asset number must be assigned to the
asset and recorded accordingly.
Assets valued under $3,000 will not be itemized.
Sale of donated assets must comply with donor’s intent and restrictions at the time of transfer.
The sale of assets shall be in accordance with Sect. 1.0 Authority Limitations.
All gifts and collections donated will be assessed in agregate, not on an individual item basis.
4.0 Responsibility to Donors
(a) Ethics: All professional staff, volunteers and members of the Board will conduct
themselves in accordance with accepted professional standards of accuracy, truth and
integrity. They will inform, serve, guide and otherwise assist donors who wish to support
the AOS’s activities but not pressure or unduly persuade.
(b) Conflict of Interest: In all matters involving the donor, the interest and well-being of the
donor must take priority. In cases of potential conflict of interest those acting on behalf of
the AOS must declare a conflict and allow an impartial individual to act for the
organization. A conflict of interest is deemed to occur when individuals who present
themselves as representatives of the AOS attempt to sell their own product to the donor;
however, if the individuals present themselves as representatives of an outside firm and part
of their financial counseling involves arranging planned gifts for the AOS, no conflict
would exist.
(c) Legal and Other Professional Counsel: Professional staff and members of the Board shall in
all cases encourage the donor to discuss proposed gifts with an independent financial
planner, legal advisor and/or tax advisor of the donor’s choice and at the donor’s expense,
to ensure that the donor receives a full and accurate explanation of all aspects of the
proposed charitable gift. In some cases, the AOS may decline a gift if the donor has not
obtained independent advice. AOS reserves the right to use counsel at its own expense as
guidance and expert opinion are needed.
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(d) Direction of Gifts: All donors can choose to have their gift fully expended or endowed, and
can direct their gift to a specific program or project. The use of the gift may affect whether
it can be expended or endowed. On rare occasions, a gift may be declined as a result of the
restrictions on the gift.
5.0 Removal of Donor Names
Notwithstanding any other provisions in this policy or other policies, a donor name for a
supported project or program (including, for example, AOS buildings, additions, greenhouses),
will not be approved, or if approved will be revoked, if the name may undermine the public
respect for the AOS. Ultimate authority to revoke an approved name rests with the Board of
Trustees on the recommendation of the President.
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American Orchid Society
Purchasing Policy Guide
Effective April 29, 2011
American Orchid Society (AOS) Credit Cards:
In the case of purchase by Company Credit Card, the requirements and procedures set forth below are
to be followed. Travel Expenses whether charged to Company Credit Card, cash or on an employee’s
personal credit card are to be documented on a Travel Expense Form and approved by the Travel
Authorization Committee before reimbursement.

No Purchase Order (PO) required:
No PO is required for purchases of non-inventory items with total cost of less than $250 and
with Manager Approval. A Check Request/Purchase Authorization Form will be prepared instead,
approved by Manager and given to the Accounts Payable Department.

PO required:
1. All purchases of inventoried stock items require a PO, regardless of cost.
2. All purchases of $250 or more require a PO and approval by the Chief Operating Officer
(COO) prior to purchase.
3. Purchases of non-budgeted items of $1,000 or more require approval by the President or
Treasurer in addition to COO prior to purchase.
4. In addition to the approvals required in 3. above, purchases of non-budgeted items or
services in excess of $5,000 (single purchase or yearly aggregate) must be accompanied by two
(2) quotes.
5. All non-budgeted purchases (whether for single use or the total cost of any

leased items) equal to or in excess of $10,000.00 require Board approval prior
to issuing a purchase order or making any commitment on behalf of the AOS
6. Before requesting a Purchase order:
 Check the availability of a suitable, less expensive substitute.
 Confirm the current cost of the items with the supplier.
 Consideration should be given to the quantity on hand, rate of use, and
anticipated time for delivery of goods.
When submitting a request for Purchase order, the following procedure should be followed:
 Fill in the name of the recommended supplier. If quotes are required, these
should be attached to the order request. Phone quotes are to be documented
with a memo outlining the date of the quote, the telephone number, and the
person providing the quote.
 Include the item/inventory number if applicable.
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 Description of item should be as complete as possible.
 If non-inventory item, state for why the item is needed.

Purchase Orders:



All Purchase Orders will be numbered and the Purchase Order Log
will be
kept by the Accounting Department.
Purchase Orders are issued in duplicate, with one copy kept in the Purchase
Order Log Book and the other kept by Accounts Payable. (An internal audit will
be done on a monthly basis.)

Receiving:






To maintain control, all items must be checked in properly when received
Do not accept goods which have not been ordered. If there is any doubt whether
supplies were ordered, contact management.
Do not accept damaged or defective goods.
All items received are to be matched to the packing list (and invoice if
available).
All invoices (received) must be signed and dated.

Storing:





Avoid careless handling, which results in breakage.
Provide adequate protection of inventory from all unauthorized personnel to
ensure against loss.
Inventory items should be stored in an orderly manner and a perpetual
inventory maintained.
Any inventory damaged after receipt is to be set aside to be evaluated by
management for possible repair or other suitable disposition approved by the
COO.

Invoices:







Upon receipt of the invoice by Accounting, it is matched up with the
corresponding purchase order.
Accounting will verify that the quantity received agrees with the quantity
ordered and invoiced; the price on the invoice agrees with the price specified by
the purchase order; and extensions and footing on the invoice are correct.
Accounts Payable should initial the invoice when all verifications are complete.
Each Director or supervisor will approve the invoices for their department.
The responsibility for securing approval of invoices will rest with Accounts
Payable.
All approvals are to be signed (not initialed) and dated in ink.

Payment of Invoices:



Each monthly statement will be matched with appropriate invoices.
Any state tax charged on invoices will be deducted and copy of the sales tax
exemption certificate shall be supplied to the vendor.
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Each invoice will be checked for possible discounts.
Except under extremely unusual circumstances and with prior approval of the
COO, invoices are to be paid on or before interest or late payment charges
would be incurred.
Account numbers are to be assigned to each expenditure when the check is
written.

Purchases:
Employees and Volunteers are not permitted to make private purchases from the organization without
the consent of the President or Treasurer and the COO. In addition, they are never permitted to
make any type of personal purchase in order to avoid payment of sales tax. However, employees
and Volunteers may purchase items from the gift shop and are entitled to a 20% discount.
Employees are not permitted to make purchases on behalf of or charge purchase to the AOS
without proper authorization and approval in accordance with organization purchasing procedures.
Personal use of the AOS’s shipping department:
Employees and Volunteers are permitted occasional use of the organization’s mailing/shipping
department. Any use must be documented with the amount of postage as well as the cost of any
packaging materials and be accompanied by properly filled out postal purchase form. Payment is to
be made to the Accounting Department prior to the close of business the day of shipping/mailing.
Exceptions to immediate payment require prior approval of the COO.
Society owned vehicle use and maintenance:
Only those Employees specifically covered under the organization’s auto liability insurance policy are
allowed to operate the organization’s vehicles. After use, it is the driver’s responsibility to ensure that
the oil and gas in the vehicle are at the proper level. The driver also has the responsibility of ensuring
that the interior of the vehicle is clean and that windows are closed during inclement weather.
Personal use of the organization’s vehicle is prohibited.
Drivers are expected to observe all traffic and driving regulations as well as abide by seat belt
requirements. The organization will not be responsible for any traffic, parking or driving fines
incurred by said employees while driving an organization vehicle unless the fine is a result of a vehicle
malfunction.
The organization provides insurance for any vehicles the organization may own. Should the driving
record of an employee specifically covered under the organization’s auto liability policy prove
unsatisfactory, the employee will not be permitted to drive the organization’s vehicle.
Use of AOS equipment and facilities:
Personal use of the phone system by employees and volunteers must be held to a minimum. All lines
must be kept open for normal flow of business calls. Personal use of the organization’s computer
equipment and other facilities is by prior approval of the COO.
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MEMBERS MEETING, SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
JUDGING COMMITTEE AGENDA — HARRY GALLIS, CHAIR
MEETING: THURSDAY, APRIL 28, 2011 — 9:00 AM – 12 PM
I.

Roll call and introduction of guests
All Centers have a representative except for Mid Atlantic; Karen McBride for Jim
Spatzek (Chicago), Rory Jones for Linda Thorne (Carolinas), Lynn O’Shaughnessy for Joe
Peterson (Great Lakes); Taylor Slaughter, National Capital; Absent: Paul Sheetz (Mid
Atlantic)
II. Minutes of JC meeting of Thursday, October 28, 2010, Virginia Beach, VA
Moved and seconded to approve to accept. Passed
III. Task Force Reports: 9:10-9:40


Species Identification Task Force*– Ron McHatton for Patricia Harding
o Report from SITF Chair
 There were 295 submissions since the SITF was formed.
 275 have been completed
 There have been 76 submissions since the last business meeting
o Submission of information and photographs for identification –
Review instructions on AOS website. All Centers need to review
requirements when submitting to make it easier for SITF to identification.
There are requests from exhibitors to have their plants identified before
judging. Can exhibitors still use AOS approved taxonomist for identification
before a plant is awarded?
o Discussion items from Florida North Central

Proposal 1: The JC should seriously consider requiring all awards requiring
taxonomic verification be processed through a central clearing house, the
SITF.
This was tabled because this may be resolved with the new judging center
program. Since this is to be up and running soon this will be revisited at the
fall meeting to see if further action is needed.
[Trustees note: Following the JC meeting Ron McHatton, when reviewing
the minutes, was confused by the above proposal. This is due to a
misunderstanding on the Chair’s part re the readiness of the SITF to process
all species requiring ID’s in conjunction with awards. This will be addressed
at a called electronic meeting of the JC as soon as feasible. From the tone of
the discussion during this process, I am reasonably certain this would be a
welcome service to the centers and exhibitors]
Proposal 2: The responsibility to collect necessary data and images for such
IDs shall reside with the chair of the judging center in which the award
is
granted – Noted.


Contested Awards Task Force – No Report



Delinquent Exhibitor List – A subcommittee was appointed to work with AOS
staff to clean up the list and develop guidelines for removing longstanding
delinquent exhibitors. Glenn Brown, Bob Winkley and Judy Cook volunteer for this
task force, Bob to chair.
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Center Program/AQ Plus – Howard Bronstein
Web site to be up and running this week for for the summary Center program.
Platform is done. Howard needs a list of shows in each Center especially if some
Centers share shows. Beta testing starts soon. Award data could be up within a
month (June) if beta testing goes well. International shows it should be listed in
the language of the show. AQ+ in the future will be named Orchids+. Will be able
to send images in via web site and not the mail.
Subscribers will be able to download award information as paid and not quarterly
when this goes via the web. Will be able to look up summary sheets from previous
events, something that we are not able to do now.



Training Coordinator– Lynn O’Shaughnessy
Lynn discussed the Blog information from the Judge’s Forum to get information out
quicker.



Handbook Task Force* – Glen Brown
o

Florida North Central: passed a motion to “recommend to the JC that
the sponsoring society be made responsible for collecting the money
for awards”. This motion pertains to all shows, both local and
overseas. We discussed the difficulties in implementing the motion
and decided that those details were best worked out by the JC in
conjunction with the AOS administration. Motion revised as below
and passed.
Sponsoring society or third party shall be made responsible for
collecting the money for awards for any off shore shows.



Ethics Task Force* - See Appendix A below – For discussion this meeting



Working Task Force*

No report

*Action/Changes Require JC Recommendation to Board of Trustees

IV.

Personnel Recommendations (Require JC Recommendation to Board of
Trustees)11:00-12:00: JC moved into Excecutive Session (Observer, Chris
Rehman, AOS President)
A. Elevation of Certified Judges, Probationary to Certified Judge, Accredited:

Dandekar, Rebecca
Reinoso, Jennifer
Heilig, Jim
Blietz, Mark
Friscia, Susan Keller
Snakenberg, Nick
Ikeson, Jean Allen
Passed unanimously
Maximiano, Alex
Passed as separate motion
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Cincinnati
Florida North Central
Great Lakes
Hawaii
Northeast
Rocky Mountain
Toronto
West Palm Beach

B. Elevation of Students to Certified Judge, Probationary:

Kessler, David
Gean, Curtis
Erins, Cheryl
Wiggin, Peter
Bagshaw, Jeff
Hill, Anne
Klonowski, Carol
Dewit, Monica
Edgley, David
Rostron, Ben
Augustin, Nancy
Wong, Calvin

Atlanta
California Sierra Nevada
Chicago
Hawaii
Hawaii
Hawaii
Pacific Central
Pacific Northwest
Pacific Northwest
Pacific Northwest
Pacific South
Toronto

Accepted unanimously.
C. Accepted as Students in these Centers:

Oliveras, Jose
Nieves, Jose
Bennett, Richard
Farner, Alene
Andrade, Roy
Fontaine, Andy

Florida Caribbean
Florida Caribbean
Great Lakes
Hawaii
Hawaii
Mid Atlantic

Accepted unanimously
D. Request for change in status to Senior Judge:
Bullard, Ray (A)
Moore, Art (A)
O’Brien, Tom (A)
Diaz, Steven (A)
Barnes, Thomas (A)
Rossi, Claudio (A)

Atlanta
Atlanta
Florida North Central
Hawaii
Hawaii
Toronto

Accepted unanimously
E. Request for change in status from Senior to Accredited Judge: None
F. Request for change in status to Retired Judge:

Butler, Jim (A)
Butler, Melba(A)

Houston
Houston

Accepted unanimously
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G. Request for change in status to Judge Emeritus:

Batchman, Loren (A)

* Attachment C

Pacific South

Accepted unanimously
H. Request for change in status to Retired Judge Emeritus
H. Termination for cause
JC adjourned from Executive Session
V. Personnel Notifications received by the Judging Committee (Do Not Require
Recommendation to Board of Trustees)
A. Granted leaves of absence in these Centers:

Stroube, Mark (A) (Extension) Great Plains
Norberg, Pamela (A)
Great Plains
Aubry, Yves (A) (Extension) Northeast
Baughman, Carol (S) (Extension)Pacific NW

Length of time & Start

6 Months, Nov 20, 2010 Subscr exp
12 Months, Nov 20, 2010
6 Months, Nov 13, 2010 - 5/1/11
6 Months, Nov 20, 2010

B. Returned from leaves of absence in these Centers:

Charlton, Liz (S)
Dayan, Dennis (A)
Tarce, Alex (S)

California Sierra Nevada
Northeast
Pacific South – AQ Exp

C. Resigned in these Centers:

Studier, Kurt (S)
DeMaire, Patti (S)
Chevalier, Rene (S)

Atlanta
Great Lakes
Toronto

D. Automatic Termination in these Centers:

Lum, Michael (S)

Toronto

E. Transferred in these Centers:

Sinn, Michael (P)

West Palm to FNC

F. With regret, the deaths of the following judges are noted:

Vetter, Al (S)
Kuper, Dorathy (E)

California Sierra Nevada
Chicago

Noted and approved
VI.

Newly Elected Center Chairs:

Peterson, Joe

Great Lakes

(Elected in November following Fall Trustees meeting, approved subsequently by JC
via email and sent to Trustees) Formal approval by committee in person today.
Approved.
VII. Judging Center Status
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a. Request from Florida Caribbean for 12 month evaluation of the Puerto Rico
Additional Site (note: the usual procedure is a 6 month followed by a 12 month final
evaluation before awarding ‘permanent additional site status’)
The 12 month, 6 month recommendation was approved. Florida – Caribbean (Jose) to
make a final recommendation on permanent status for the Puerto Rico additional
judging site at the Fall Meeting.
VIII. Special Awards – Fall Meeting, Taylor Slaughter
Taylor will send an email in June on the requirements to submit Center’s nominations for the special
annual awards for voting. Deadline is September 2, 2011.
VIII.

Old Business: Clarification of the Carpenter and Duggar Awards – Harry went back to the original
committees for clarifications and they were not interested in giving back any distinctions to help.

IX.

New Business – 11:30-12:00
a. Items for discussion from Centers – These items are included in the agenda for
general discussion prior to any motions or proposals that may come from our
meeting.
i. West Palm Beach – Requests consideration of changing the voting
privileges of appointed members to the JC: Dorothy Bennett
Motion was rejected. (VOTE – yes - 1, abstain – 5, opposed - 22)
ii. Houston – Concerns re the determination of quorums for business
meetings as passed in the October 2010 Handbook revisions: Julius
Klehm made the following motion:

Paragraph 3 of 3.3.1.1 should now read as follows:
A quorum for personnel business consists of more than 50 percent of the
accredited and emeritus judges of the center who have voting rights. The
appointment or termination of student judges requires a simple majority vote.
The approval of all other personnel matters involving a change in judges' status
requires a two-thirds majority vote of those judges present and have voting
rights.
Yes – 1, opposed – 27.
Harry asked for data to support changing the quorums if there is a problem.
b. 2010 Awards Review – Chair
c. Judging Center Sponsoring Societies – request for information - Chair
d. Discussion of judging practices and processes for collection of agenda
information for JC meetings – Chair – This will be made easier by new program
e. Judges’ Blog – Lynn O’Shaughnessy
f. Items from committee members:
g. Evaluation forms that Mario created will be placed on the judging web site, Blog
and AOS website for the student and probationary judges. Handbook will be
updated to include student and probationary judges. Motion approved.
X.
XI.

Announcements
Adjournment

Harry Gallis, Chair
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Appendix A
JETF Report Spring 2011
1. Proposed addition to 4.9.4.1(6) [Rationale: The JC needs the following authority to intercede; add
as a proposed second paragraph to (6)]
4.9.4.1 (6) Paragraph 2 If the Judging Center Committee is unable to make a recommendation of
disciplinary action the matter should revert to the JC. If a majority of the JC members approve
consideration of the question, an ad hoc JC task force shall be appointed. The JC then shall have the
authority to pursue a recommendation of sanctions.
Sent back to JETF for further information and/or clarification.
2. Proposed 3.2.1.2 [Rationale: The JC needs authority to intercede if requested by the Judging Center
Committee]
Insert 3.2.1.2 If a majority of the accredited judges of a center believe that an action or decision by the
center chair does not reflect the consensus opinion of the judges of the center, they can appeal such
action or decision to the JC.
Motion failed.
3. Additional insertions for clarification:
(A) Current format edited: 4.9.4.1 (8) If the JC concurs by a majority vote with the
recommendation of the judging center committee, or proposes a recommendation of sanctions on its
own, it shall recommend to the Board of Trustees that the judge’s service be suspended or terminated.
In the event the judge’s suspension had commenced prior to this ruling, the time already spent will
count toward the total length of the suspension.
Sent back to JETF for further information and/or clarification.
(B) Current format edited: Summary of AOS Research Committee Meeting
April 28, 2011
Attendees: Carol Zoltowski [chair], Richard Jamison, Nancy Mountford, Tom Sheehan
Excused: Tom Etheridge, Patricia Harding, John Stommel, Cynthia van der Wiele, William Zettler
As a prelude to presenting the Committee’s recommendations, the committee would like to
acknowledge our collective disappointment that those proposals presented were not in line with the
specific requests for proposals as noted in November, 2010, Trustees meeting. That being said, the
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committee examined each proposal against a yardstick of the potential for utility and interest to the
membership.
As a possible remedy for the off focus proposals that were presented, there is an update to the AOS
website under Research that will more explicitly outline our focus and requests for specific areas of
interest.
Six grant proposals were reviewed; there were 2 proposals that were favorably evaluated as potentially
fundable.
The first choice for recommendation for funding is presented by German Carnevali Fernandez-Concha,
Centro de Investigacion Cientifica de Yucatan: Systematic and evolution of Encyclia Hook. S.s.
(Orchidaceae: Laeliinae) with emphasis in Megamexico. ($9, 544.60).
If funding is available, the second choice for funding is presented by Stephanie Lyon and Dr. Thomas
J. Givnish, University of Wisconsin, Department of Botany: Phylogeny, species delimitation, and
patterns of mycorrhizal association in the corysanthes clade (genus Corybas, Orchidaceae). ($8,117.70)
Four Furniss Foundation proposals were reviewed. The Committee did not recommend any of these
proposals for funding.
Progress reports submitted by Endara and Simo were deemed acceptable.
Submitted by Carol Zoltowski, VMD, Chair

Approved.
4. Proposed insertion of 4.8 (22) [Rationale: If a judge has a financial interest in the tour
arrangements for an off shore show, there is a perception of a conflict of interest if the judge also
functions as the judging chair at that show.]
Insert 4.8 (22) Refrain from serving as the judging chair at an off shore show for which the judge also
has a financial interest in the tour arrangements for the show.
Motion failed.
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Attachment B
Items for Chair’s Discussion
Shreveport JC, April 2011
1. Variation in important judging practices from Center to Center/Region to Region: “That’s the
way we do it here”
a. Mechanism for balloting the AOS Show Trophy
b. Nomination of plants from the floor in shows
c. Using the new quorum requirements for personnel decisions
2. Information required for the spring and fall agendas and more efficient mechanisms to collect
and report
a. Apparently, there has been some slippage in keeping track of ‘sponsoring’ orchid
societies for judging centers
b. Collating and reporting awards statistics for each calendar year
c. Personnel items from semiannual business meetings
d. Motions to be discussed at the JC
e. Status of additional centers and additional sites
f. Judges’ emails and addresses
g. Judges’ AOS membership and AQ subscription status
h. Center attendance figures
i. Center training figures
3. Keeping up with and using the Handbook
4. “Noise” from the judging system
5. Note to Center Chairs re: Items to submit to the JC Chair
a. Fall and Spring: The chair should provide a copy of the minutes of the most recent
center business meeting and personnel meeting and the current roster. The most
efficient way to submit the roster is to download it from the current AQ plus and notate
any changes in red or some way that they stand out (technique if you don’t know it –
open your center’s roster in the judges’ section, highlight the entire roster, press ctrl C,
open a blank document in Word, and press ctrl V. Save this as your new roster and
send to JC Chair). Make sure your changes are highlighted in a different color, or with
‘track changes’ or in italics so that the JC Chair can pick them out easily and enter them
into a master roster.
b. For the spring meeting only the chair should also send a list of all of the center and
show stats in the format of the previous year and also the name of the center’s
sponsoring affiliated society including the name, address and email address of its
president.
c. For the fall meeting only the chair should submit a list of the center officer nominations
for the next year and the center's nominees for the annual special awards as requested
by the person organizing the data.

Attachment C
Date: March 22, 2011
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To:

American Orchid Society Judging Committee

From: Pacific South AOS Judges, George Hatfield, Pacific South Chair
Re:

Recommendation of Emeritus Status for Loren Batchman

At the business meeting of the AOS Pacific South Region held on 12 February 2011, the judges voted
unanimously to recommend Mr. Loren Batchman for Emeritus status to the Judging Committee. The
region would appreciate it if the JC would take this proposal under consideration during the spring
business meeting at Shreveport, Louisiana.
The Pacific South Region provides the following information in the hope that the Judging Committee
will, after review, concur and vote to give the honorary status of Emeritus Judge to Mr. Batchman.
Local Participation:
Loren Batchman has been a certified judge for 24 years. During that time he has:
 Served as chair of the Encinitas, California judging center; has had excellent attendance at the
Hunington and Long Beach centers; has been a reliable AOS photographer; has presented
numerous outstanding presentations regarding judging at our training sessions; and recently
donated a new computer to the judging center.
 He has been a strong and active member in the San Diego County Orchid Society and
represented the interest of the AOS at their board meetings, which resulted in significant past
donations to the Judging center.
 His outstanding displays and orchids in regional shows is a notable contribution to both the
societies and shows and has certainly been appreciated by the public.
 Loren has functioned as the judging chair for well over 30 shows with AOS judging and gives
approximately 15 presentations a year to orchid societies.
National Involvement
Loren Batchman has been very influential in promoting, hybridizing, and educating AOS Judges
regarding Cymbidiums. Specific achievements include:
 Development of quality lateral sepal peloric and spotted cymbidium lines of breeding, and
improved the size and quality of red Cymbidiums.
 376 registered Cymbidiums hybrids and over a dozen in the zygopetalium alliance which have
given him 147 AOS awards and 126 CSA awards and a bronze award at the Tokyo Dome show.
 Recognized as one of the world leading hybridizers of Cymbidiums and has received
o The AOS award for Excellence in Hybridizing October 2009
o The Cymbidium Society Hudlow Medal for outstanding Cymbidium hybridizing in 2003
o The AOS Dillon Peterson award in 1996 for a paper on Cymbidium hybridizing
o As a result of his recognized experience he was asked and then developed a training
presentation for AOS judging of standard cymbidiums and miniature cymbidiums.
 The CSA has sponsored a new trophy named after Loren at the Santa Barbara Orchid show for
his national and international contributions to Cymbidium breeding
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 As a worldwide advocate of Cymbidiums and Zygopetalums he:
o Has written many articles in various orchid journals
o Started and published the current publication of the CSA in 2000
o Was editor of the CSA Journal for five years
o Worked with Agdia to develop the dual virus test strip during the testing phase
The above lists some of the more notable accomplishments. What is not addressed by that list is his
kind and professional behavior that he extends to everyone, his willingness to always answer
questions, his support of Orchid Conservation via the San Diego County Orchid Society and his overall
generosity to the orchid community and fellow AOS judges.
Loren has terminal health issues. The Pacific South Region hopes that the Judging Committee will
concur with our belief that Loren has made a consistent and substantial contribution to AOS judging
and the Orchid community both in the United States and elsewhere, and is worthy of the honor of
being recognized as Judge Emeritus.
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Summary of AOS Research Committee Meeting
April 28, 2011
Attendees: Carol Zoltowski [chair], Richard Jamison, Nancy Mountford, Tom Sheehan
Excused: Tom Etheridge, Patricia Harding, John Stommel, Cynthia van der Wiele, William Zettler
As a prelude to presenting the Committee’s recommendations, the committee would like to
acknowledge our collective disappointment that those proposals presented were not in line with the
specific requests for proposals as noted in November, 2010, Trustees meeting. That being said, the
committee examined each proposal against a yardstick of the potential for utility and interest to the
membership.
As a possible remedy for the off focus proposals that were presented, there is an update to the AOS
website under Research that will more explicitly outline our focus and requests for specific areas of
interest.
Six grant proposals were reviewed; there were 2 proposals that were favorably evaluated as potentially
fundable.
The first choice for recommendation for funding is presented by German Carnevali Fernandez-Concha,
Centro de Investigacion Cientifica de Yucatan: Systematic and evolution of Encyclia Hook. S.s.
(Orchidaceae: Laeliinae) with emphasis in Megamexico. ($9, 544.60).
If funding is available, the second choice for funding is presented by Stephanie Lyon and Dr. Thomas
J. Givnish, University of Wisconsin, Department of Botany: Phylogeny, species delimitation, and
patterns of mycorrhizal association in the corysanthes clade (genus Corybas, Orchidaceae). ($8,117.70)
Four Furniss Foundation proposals were reviewed. The Committee did not recommend any of these
proposals for funding.
Progress reports submitted by Endara and Simo were deemed acceptable.
Submitted by Carol Zoltowski, VMD, Chair
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MEMBERS’ MEETING
APRIL 30, 2011
SHREVEPORT, LA
EDUCATION COMMITTEE REPORT TO THE MEMBERSHIP

STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE AOS EDUCATION COMMITTEE:
To implement the mission of the AOS by enhancing the educational opportunities for our membership
and members of local orchid societies.
NEW PROJECTS:
 Develop Orchid apps for Android and iPhone.
Carol Klonowski has interviewed orchid people in the SF Bay Area and four ideas were
consistently mentioned:
 Plant lookup to show parentage.
 AQ Plus on the go.
 An app that lets you see orchids that have been photographed in situ and posted on the
Internet
 An app that allows you to enter descriptive information (leaf shape, pseudobulb size,
flower color, etc) and have a list of orchid species appear which might be the one you
are trying to identify.
 Develop a Children’s web pages as part of the AOS website
 We need volunteers to help develop this concept.
 Exploring methods of offering an electronic version of past articles from the ORCHIDS archives.
 Create programs with script recorded that would be available on the website in the Members’

Only section.
 Offer webinars to the membership.
ONGOING PROJECTS:

 Update Orchids A to Z to reflect the latest taxonomic changes
 Develop NOVICE materials for people with their first orchid – seven new culture sheets have been
developed.
 Updating slide sets available to Affiliated Societies and converting them to PowerPoint
 Website – is being moved to a new server and once it is in place we will continue to increase and
improve the educational content.
 We continue outreach efforts with the monthly AOS members’ newsletter from Ron McHatton and the
beginners’ newsletter which goes to both AOS members and non-members produced by Greg Allikas.

Respectfully Submitted,
Sandra Tillisch-Svoboda, Committee Chair
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American Orchid Society
Library/Archives Committee
Members Meeting, April 28, 2011
Shreveport, Louisiana
AGENDA


Approval of proposed Agenda and Minutes from October 28, 2010 meeting



Work week in 2011 – when, where, urgency – to be determined in light of a positive status of
the potential move from the current headquarters building



Update from Trustees Planning Session



Report from Ben Singer on his collection



Updates on McQuerry and other Library/Archives restricted funds; Lloyd de Garmo estate; etc.



Old business
o Auction of Reichenbachia –
o Preparing articles for Orchids
o Program proposal on library/archives for WOC in Singapore –
o
UPDATE: paper accepted, more info at meeting.
o Impact of electronic versions of Orchids magazine



New business



Adjourn
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Affiliated Societies Committee Meeting
Thursday, April 28, 2011, 9:00 A.M.

Welcome and introductions
Rosters
Affiliated Society Listing
Approval of Minutes from Fall Meeting
Announcement of Affiliated Society Breakfast – Friday, April 29, 7:30 AM
Affiliated Society Applications
Essex County Orchid Society, Tecumseh, Ontario, Canada
Paris Orchid Society, Paris, Kentucky
Upcoming Meetings Updates
Affiliated Society Committee Member Assignments – Updates
Show in a Box Update
FAQ Project for Societies
Report to Board of Trustees
AOS Cares Project Report
New Business: Joint Committee Membership Drive Discussion
Adjourn
Affiliated Societies Committee Meeting Minutes
Thursday, October 28, 2010, 9:00 am
The meeting was called to order and introductions made. The following members were in attendance:
Bob Henley, Rosalie Dixler, Candace Hollinger, Mario Ferrusi, Lynn Fuller, Maureen Ferrara. Guests:
Chris Rehmann
There were no minutes from the Spring Meeting to approve.
Affiliated Breakfast meeting format was discussed. Chris Rehmann, President, AOS, will speak.
There was a discussion of various topics, one being how to host a membership table at meetings.
There were three Affiliated Society Applications:
Asociacion Azuaya de Orquideologia
Jersey Highlands Orchid Society
The Slipper Alliance
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After discussion as to whether these organizations met the necessary requirements, it was motioned by
Mario Ferrusi and seconded by Bob Henley that they be presented to the Board of Directors for
affiliation.
New meeting requests were received from the following:


San Antonio, Texas – Fall 2011 – Alamo Orchid Society



Bloomington, Minnesota
Orchid Society of Minnesota



Portland, Oregon – Fall 2012 – November 13 – 18, 2012 - Portland Orchid Society

–

Spring

2014

–

April

23-27,

2014

–

There was a consensus that these meetings and dates be submitted to the Board of Directors for
approval. Rosalie Dixler requested that for future meetings we consider the Jewish calendar for
conflicts.
Affiliated Society Committee Member Assignments. After much discussion, Lynn Fuller is to obtain
an updated list from Susan Taylor and email it around to members. Committee members will identify
which societies they wish to be the contact for and notify Lynn of these choices. We would like to
reach out to all the societies to obtain missing information and confirm current data. Any changes
should be forwarded to affiliated_societies@aos.org. We also should notify Susan Taylor of any
changes in the newsletter contact names. It was also suggested that we send the AOS Corner email to
AOS representatives as well as the newsletter editors.
Show in a Box Update –No update available.
FAQ Project for Societies. Maureen Ferrara will review the Oklahoma Orchid Society’s How to Host
a Show and update as necessary.
New Business:
Chris informed us of the reappearance of the AOS at the Philadelphia Flower Show with an exhibit and
membership drive. He also reported that AOS has a reciprocal adverting program with other
horticultural publications. He invited us all to attend the Trustee meeting as part of his new open door
policy. He presented his idea of regional reps and we discussed that we were the regional
representatives and that a chain of reporting from the society level, the AOS Representatives, the ASC
Member to an area AOS Trustee.
Maureen Ferrara will revamp the current guidelines for selecting an AOS Representative for the
societies. A welcome letter will be generated to outline the AOS Representative responsibilities and
giving them an AOS Liaison name (our committee members).
We discussed joining with the Education Committee and develop a ‘How-To’ series to be available on
the website specifically for societies. Topics possibly to include, how to form a society, write by-laws,
apply for Section 501(c)(3) status, develop youth programs locally, etc.
AOS Corner topics discussed to include the DASSA award, Facebook access, forum and/or blog.
We adjourned our Affiliated Society Committee Meeting and joined with the Membership Committee.
(Note: Separate minutes were created for that meeting.)
Respectfully Submitted,
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Lynn Fuller, Chair
Notes from the Joint Meeting with Membership
Joint Meeting AOS Membership Committee – Affiliated Societies Committee (last hour)
Item 1. AOS Cares: A Letter from the President and a questionnaire asking what AOS does right,
wrong, and what can we do? Three societies have responded and more are expected to give feedback.
The responses have emphasized the magazine, the judging system, the website as good things that
AOS does. The respondents also were happy that AOS is listening.
Respondents suggested that education and conservation be emphasized and headquarters be promoted
as a destination. Another suggestion was that youth classes be added to show schedules. The AOS
Cares Survey will continue. Copies will be given out at membership tables at shows.
Tim Brooks suggested that a presentation of Orchids 101 be offered at the National FFA Convention in
Indianapolis next year and perhaps at other venues for youth in an effort to get more young people
involved in orchids and subsequently in the AOS.
Item 2. Joint action to the board: Eliminate the $5.00 rebate to societies for new AOS members.
In lieu- The society would provide AOS with the member’s information. We would then send a
welcome packet with one copy of Orchids Magazine and a subscription to the E-newsletter to these
new local society members in the hope that they would join the AOS as well. Only about 50 societies
had participated in the rebate program. Checks varied from $5.00 to $500.00. The average is $10 to
$20.
Ron will help write the action item for the board. Norman offered to underwrite the postage for the
“Trial Welcome Packet.”
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American Orchid Society Members Meeting Shreveport, LA

AGENDA
Membership Committee Meeting
Thursday, April 28, 2011 9:00 AM
Call to Order
Roll Call
Introduction of Committee Members and Guests
Acceptance of minutes – Virginia Beach October 2010
Chair remarks
Overview and discussion of committee activity
since October 2010 meeting to the present and
expected activity until our next meeting next October
Task Force Discussion - Commercial Grower/Vendor
Other business
Committee Member Comments and Announcements
Adjournment
Please contact me ASAP reference your attendance at this meeting. celebrateorchids@aol.com H -804-355-2270 C 804-852-3453 Thank you, Barbara Noe, Chair
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Virtual Meeting – 1:00pm Eastern Time, April 24, 2011

Publications Committee Agenda
1) Call to Order
2) Decide theme for 2011 Dillon-Peterson essay contest
3) Magazine Content & Policies
a) April award issue
i) Evaluation
ii) Suggestions for future judging-related content?
b) Orchid Pollination Issue (now June)
i) The Fascinating World of Orchid Pollination (McHatton)
ii) Darwin on Orchids and the Defense of Evolution (Motes)
iii) Pollination of Phragmipedium pearcei (Pemberton)
c) Lindleyana will be used as a department when needed
i) Comments?
d) New Collector’s Item – four authors
i) Comments?
ii) Other suggestions; subjects, authors?
e) The 2011 supplement will mail with the July issue. Topic:
Sarcochilus; Jean Ikeson, in production
4) New Assignments – we need new content!
a) separate attachment
5) Discussion of Jim Watson’s Report
6) Calendar is in production. Theme: Miniature Orchids; Phil Jesup writing. 2013
calendar is in situ, orchid conservation.
7) Other Business: Who will replace me?
8) Adjournement

Greg Allikas, Chairman – graphicgreg@orchidworks.com

AOS Publication Committee
Content needed for ORCHIDS magazine; assignments
1. What we have; pending
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

JeanneB: Bird Tropicals; Theresa Hill
KentP: ID’ing orchids in the field; Elleanthus, Phrag besseae revisited (Portillo)
DonG: Blossom Booster fertilizer (Tokunaga); Cochleanthes (Harding)
GlenD: Species/genera portraits by Marc Hachadourian
GregA: Doug & Beth Martin: growing native orchids; monthly Spotlights

2. Growers’ Series culture articles, suggestions please? Here are a few:
a. Ed Merkle
b. Jack Kepley
c. Stanhopea (Peter & Inger Poot)
d. Comparettia (Mario Ferrusi, pending)
e. Polystachya ???
f. Cymbidium ???
g. Miltoniopsis, Odontoglossum, etc. ???
h. Tolumnia???
i. Disa ???
j. Cochleanthes etc ???
k. Desperately need nutrition and Pest & Disease, esoteric culture techniques!!!
3. I have a lead on a REALLY great story. An orchid grower who won a Nobel Prize http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/2010/heck-photo.html
Dick Heck now lives in Manila. I don’t know whther or not he still grows orchids but was
active in the mid-Atlantic region. Someone there – Taylor Slaughter maybe or WW. Wilson,
might remember him. I photographed one of his awards here in WPB in 1992. I have tried
getting contact info from a friend in the Philippine OS but no luck. This would make a great
article if we could get a short interview with him via Skype or email. If one of you enjoys
sleuthing, please raise your hand.

4.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS, JAMES B. WATSON
2011 AOS SPRING MEMBERS MEETING

Since the first issue of the AOS Bulletin debuted in June 1932, volunteers have provided content — writing,
photography, illustrations — for the Society’s membership magazine. That tradition continues today, with each
issue of Orchids delivering practical hands-on cultural advice, suggestions for solving problems and inspiration
for growing new orchids.
The members of the Publications Committee solicit editorial content for Orchids; their much-valued
contributions are overseen by Greg Allikas, chair of the committee. By reaching out, these volunteers are
convincing authors to choose Orchids as their place of publication. For example, Phil Jesup asked Darrin
Norton to write about masdevallias (printed in our March 2011 issue) and, more recently, Phil inspired Jerry
Kessler to submit a manuscript with images about an award-winning cymbidium he grew from a backbulb in his
bathroom.
Equally important are the monthly contributions made by Publications Committee members: Yin-Tung Wang,
PhD, provides a steady stream of copy for the Questions and Answers column; Wes Higgins, PhD, serves as
task force manager (and frequent author) for the Nomenclature Notes column; Cynthia Hill contributes to the
new Collector’s Item column; Ken Slump, Don Ghiz and Harry Gallis wrote for our special awards issue (April
2011); and Jeanne Buchanan is preparing a feature story for our August 2011 issue. Working together with the
other members of this committee — Glen Decker, Arlene Maguire and Kent Peterson, all of whom have written
for the magazine — these dedicated volunteers are improving the magazine and, together with other volunteers,
staff and advertisers, are generating a product of which we all can be proud.
Orchids — Editorial
Orchids is fortunate to have even more dedicated columnists — volunteers all. Leading the pack is Tom
Mirenda, who writes Checklist and Orchid of the Month. Sandra Svoboda sends in material for Questions and
Answers and members of the Native Orchid Conference, especially Bob Sprague, contribute to the Native
Orchids column. Looking ahead, we have a new column debuting later this year: What’s In A Name. The
illustrated essays will cover orchid names and be authored by Chuck McCartney, a past editor of the AOS
Bulletin, who also has an in-depth feature on vanillas in Florida in our May 2011 issue.
In our May 2011 issue, Leon Glicenstein, PhD’s, 10-part series on jewel and painted-leaf orchids will come to a
close with Part X. It started in our November 2009 issue. It is an excellent reference, representing years of
study and experimentation by this talented grower and hybridizer. A tremendous amount of gratitude is due
Leon for working on this series over such a long time, always turning around proofs promptly and providing
additional materials when requested.
This year witnessed the debut of a new column — Collector’s Item — in January that is written by four authors
who prepare installments on a rotating basis: Lynn O’Shaughnessy, Cynthia, Martin Motes, PhD, and
Marguerite Webb. Each one writes about a species, providing information on the plant’s background, cultural
needs and, where appropriate, use in hybridizing. Bravo to Greg for lining up these gifted authors. Your editor
now works with them on a monthly basis, working with them to prepare this monthly column that shares
information on species that deserve to be better known.
Greg continues to coordinate Spotlight, which has expanded its coverage from showing AOS-awarded plants to
essays that include more cultural information (such as Acianthera sonderiana ‘Turnberry, CCM-CCE/AOS, in
our April 2011 issue) as well as a glimpse into the biology of orchids (“The Wonder of Windows,” in our March
2011 issue).
At the direction of the Publications Committee, coverage of shows now printed in the magazine appears prior to
the following show to help promote the upcoming event. (Immediately after a show, a summary and
photographs may be posted as news on the Web site.) Recent coverage in Orchids: The Japan Grand Prix
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(November 2010), 20th World Orchid Conference (December 2010), 2010 Taiwan International Orchid Show
(February 2011) and the 2010 Taipei International Flora Exposition (February 2011). In our September 2011
issue, readers can look forward to a story on orchids at the 2010 Philadelphia International Flower Show where
the AOS’s award-winning exhibit wowed crowds. Future show articles will focus on Taiwan and Germany,
among other locations around the globe.
Although obituaries are now posted on the Society’s Web site on a monthly basis, some ultra-celebrities in the
orchid community are also paid tribute through articles published in the pages of Orchids. Recent essays have
chronicled the distinguished careers of Leo Holguin (February 2011) and Joyce Stewart (March 2011);
manuscripts about Fred Hillerman and Eric Christenson are now being prepared. In addition to the tribute about
Eric, who contributed many important articles to Orchids magazine, we will also publish an essay written by
Bob Fuchs (prior to Eric’s death) on the genus Christensonia. Photographers Ron Parsons and Eric Hunt have
been helpful providing images of orchids named and described by Eric as well as orchids named in Eric’s honor.
Descriptions of new species published in Orchids were previously printed in the Nomenclature Notes column.
Starting with our March 2011 issue, however, new species are now printed in a column called Lindleyana (the
name of a scientific journal previously printed by the AOS).
For the second year in a row, the April issue, which is devoted to awards and judging, has proven a hit with
members. Essays on time-proven favorites — FCCs of 2010, by Ken, and the 2009 AOS specialty judging
awards, by Tom Etheridge, PhD — accompanied presentations on new subjects, among them orchid judging
systems around the world, by Pete Furniss, and a hands-on essay about the quality score sheet, by Don. Writing
in the President’s Communication column, Harry, chair of the Judging Committee, welcomed readers to the
world of judging, sharing a bit about that committee as well as offering some personal experiences that
conveyed his passion for this hobby. (In 2011, at the request of AOS President Chris Rehmann, the President’s
Communication column will sometimes be authored by committee chairs. In our February issue, Carol
Zoltowski, chair of the Research Committee, explained how the Society supports research. In our August issue,
David Horak, chair of the Conservation Committee, will write about conservation and in the future Greg will
discuss publications.)
In addition to our special awards issue, readers can look forward to other themed issues: June (pollination),
August (conservation) and October (dendrobiums).
Orchids — Dillon/Peterson Essay Competition
Janet Vinyard won the 2010 Dillon/Peterson Essay Contest with her submission, “Orchid Day! Orchid Day!,”
which will be printed in the June 2011 Orchids. The theme for the 2011 competition, to be determined by the
Publications Committee, will be announced in the June issue. A complete list of past winners can be found on
line at the Society’s Web site (www.aos.org).
Orchids — Index
Your editor is preparing the 2011 Orchids index. This year it will include an Authors Index, as in prior years,
and a new type of subject index based on titles. The index will be printed in the December 2011 issue.
Orchids — Production
 Beginning with the January 2011 issue, Orchids benefited from a facelift: we saw the return of perfect
binding, a cover printed on heavier paper stock and 64 pages of editorial (up from the 60 pages of
editorial printed in each issue in 2010).
 Starting in the January issue, at Greg’s request, we began printing photographs of columnists. This
revives a practice from decades ago and imparts a more personal touch.
 We continue to spice up the magazine with some unusual covers, among them November 2010 (Japan
Grand Prix setup) and March 2011 (beautiful fringe detail on Rhyncholaelia digbyana ‘Fiddler’s
Green’). They share the stage with the more traditional covers showing flowers, which are often AOSawarded, such as the Bulbophyllum longissimum ‘Brent Baker’, FCC/AOS, on the cover of our April
issue.
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Monthly production meetings continue to be held on the first Tuesday at AOS Headquarters.
Participating are Ron McHatton, PhD, COO; Greg, Jim, John and, when appropriate, Terri Rivera,
director of the Membership Services Department. These meetings provide a forum in which to discuss
Orchids as well as other publications, advertising and fulfillment.
Ron provides clarification and answers questions concerning nomenclature.
Beginning with the January 2011 issue, renewal notices are now included with Orchids (rather than
mailed separately).
The 2011 proxy card mailed with the February 2011 issue.
The magazine continues to be produced by Jim (scheduling, editorial, art, layouts, pdf files, proofs),
John (advertising, scanning, retouching photographs) and Arlene (proofing). In addition, pdf files are
sent to authors for their inspection.
Five thousand extra copies of the March 2011 issue were printed for distribution at the AOS
booth/display at the 2011 Philadelphia International Flower Show.

Orchids — Web Site
The amount of Orchids-related bonus material on the Web site each month consists of: cover, contents page,
preview and, when available, an article or book review. These materials are formatted by Jim and sent to Greg.
Orchids — Supplement
Jean Allen-Ikeson has prepared a profusely illustrated treatment of Sarcochilus that will be published in the
2011 supplement. Her thorough text covers species, hybrids, intergenerics and cultural advice. This year, the
supplement will mail with our July issue (and the Orchid Source Directory, which in the past has mailed in July,
will mail with the October issue). Ron will issue an appeal to raise monies and John will sell advertising to
generate revenue to cover printing.
Our first supplement, “A Selection of Species in Dendrobium Section Latouria,” by Phil Spence, published in
October 2010, continues to generate positive feedback. In addition to his monograph, Phil is contributing a
follow-up article about Dendrobium macrophyllum and its related species to the Nomenclature Notes column of
Orchids; watch for his story later this year.
Advertising — Orchids — Revenue
John, ad manager, oversees several areas, including selling and processing ad sales for Orchids. He sends out
monthly e-mail blasts announcing content of future issues to advertisers.
The ad revenue for Orchids, July 2008–June 2011:
Issue

Budgeted

Realized

Difference

2008
July
August
September
October
November
December

$16,500.00
$17,500.00
$20,000.00
$21,000.00
$22,000.00
$24,500.00

$15,177.00
$16,081.25
$18,831.25
$22,895.00
$22,045.00
$20,723.75

-$1,323.00
-$1,418.75
-$1,168.75
+$1,895.00
+$45.00
-$3,776.25

2009
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

$26,902.00
$22,000.00
$24,000.00
$22,000.00
$19,000.00
$17,500.00
$14,820.00
$13,460.00

$23,965.50
$20,809.00
$18,966.25
$16,247.75
$16,545.25
$14,235.00
$14,818.75
$13,461.25

-$2,936.50
-$1,191.00
-$5,033.75
-$5,752.25
-$2,454.75
-$3,265.00
-$1.25
-$1.25
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September
October
November
December

$17,400.00
$18,625.00
$18,925.00
$18,925.00

$18,167.50
$13,416.25
$16,502.75
$14,362.75

+$767.50
-$5,208.75
-$2,422.25
-$4,562.25

2010
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October*
November
December

$18,625.00
$18,925.00
$18,925.00
$13,625.00
$13,925.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00

$19,348.00
$19,717.00
$15,953.50
$14,324.75
$12,679.25
$14,609.25
$10,968.50
$11,383.50
$14,199.50
$14,777.75
$14,322.25
$10,144.25

+$723.00
+792.00
-$2,971.50
+$699.75
-$1,245.75
-$390.75
-$4,031.15
-$3,616.50
-$800.50
-$222.25
-$677.75
-$4,855.75

2011
January
February
March
April
May
June

$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00

$16,306.00
$16,611.50
$15,723
$12,602.50
$9,240.00
$9,076.25

+$1,306.00
+$1,611.50
+$723.00
-$2,397.50
-$5,760.00
-$5,923.75

*Includes combined revenue from October issue and the supplement.
The state of advertising in Orchids is also illustrated below with ad page counts from the January 2009–May
2011 issues:
Month

Paid

AOS1 Reciprocal2

Comp3

Ad Index/Class4

Total Pages

2009
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

19.52
16.65
13.86
10.83
11.81
8.77
9.95
8.69
12.26
8.11
11.54
10.59

3.49
3.37
2.81
3.54
2.22
3.10
3.43
3.76
3.43
4.09
3.65
3.6

.83
.50
.50
.83
.50
.82
.66
.82
.66
.66
.50
.50

.50
1.16
.83
.33
.33
.33
1.33
.83
.83
.83
1.33
1.33

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

24.34
22.68
19.00
16.53
16.19
14.02
16.37
15.10
18.18
14.69
18.02
17.02

15.89
14.89
12.89
9.51
9.9
10.19
7.57

1.66
1.65
1.54
1.7
2.47
3.02
2.80

.50
.66
.66
.66
.66
.66
.66

1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

20.38
19.53
17.02
14.20
15.36
16.20
13.36

2010
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
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August
September
October
Supplement
November
December

7.46
9.50
8.30
3.33
9.06
7.96

2.92
4.03
3.26
.33
2.87
4.09

.66
.66
.66
–
1.16
1.16

1.33
1.66
1.33
1
1.44
1.33

1
1
1
–
1
1

13.37
16.85
14.55
4.66
14.53
14.54

2011
January
February
March
April
May

11.69
10.57
10.94
8.67
8.13

3.25
1.81
3.25
2.88
2.59

1.00
1.00
1.16
1.16
1.16

1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33
1.33

1
1
1
1
1

17.27
14.71
16.68
14.04
13.21

1

AOS ads include the AOS calendar, Members Meetings, etc.
Reciprocal ads include Orchid Digest, The Orchid Review, American Rose Society, American Horticultural
Society, etc.
3
Comp ads include Orchid Alliance Project, Ursa Orchids/June’s Orchid Estate and regional meetings cosponsored by AOS.
4
Ad Index/Class is the index for the ad section and the classifieds.
2

Advertising — Orchids — Reciprocal Ads
Orchids administers a reciprocal ad program with several journals, among them Orchid Digest, The Orchid
Review, The Australian Orchid Review, Orchids Australia, Cymbidium Society of America Journal, The
Begonian and the African Violet Magazine as well as the American Horticultural Society and American Rose
Society. Last year saw the addition of two new magazines — Audubon (circulation 400,000) and American
Spirit (circulation 200,000) — and we are continuing our arrangement with American Spirit in 2011.
Advertising — Web Site — Revenue
Advertising on the Web site sold February 2010–June 2011:
Month

Revenue

2010
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$300.00
$100.00
$300.00
$200.00
$200.00

2011
January
February
March
April
May
June

$200.00
$400.00
$300.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00

Advertising — E-mail Blast — Revenue
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A relatively new stream of revenue is the sale of e-mail blasts. In March 2011, an e-mail blast paid for by the
Atlanta Orchid Show generated $75.
Advertising — Orchid Source Directory
The 2011 Orchid Source Directory generated $25,250.00 in revenue. The same amount is being projected for
the 2012 OSD.
Orchid Source Directory
The 2012 Orchid Source Directory will mail with the October 2011 issue of Orchids. Therefore, rather than
begin production in January, as we have done in the past, we will begin in April. Advertisers were notified of
the new mail date (October) and shift in production time via an e-mail blast sent out by John and notices inserted
with billing statements. The rates will remain the same. For the listing of Affiliated Societies, we may include
additional information; staff is working with Lynn Fuller, chair of the Affiliated Societies Committee.
AOS Calendar
The 2011 Calendar, with 3,000 copies printed, showed stronger sales than the 2010 calendar. Thanks are due
the talented growers and photographers for their award-winning plants and photographs, respectively, and Ken,
who wrote the introductory essay and captions. The 2011 calendar was printed in Taiwan and we thank Norman
Fang for setting up the arrangement with the printing plant and for helping with the delivery of the calendars to
AOS.
The theme of the 2012 calendar is miniature orchids. The images have been selected and Phil is writing the text.
Like the 2011 calendar, we will package the calendars in units of 12 per box, which makes it convenient to offer
the calendar in smaller quantities for wholesale pricing, a boon to nurseries and our affiliates.
The theme of the 2013 calendar will be orchid conservation (this was the theme of the 2008 calendar). Leon,
past chair of the Conservation Committee, has been soliciting images, and this spring he sent a selection to
AOS. David will write the text for the 2013 calendar.
AQ Plus
An ad for AQ Plus is printed monthly in Orchids (and it can also be ordered through the Web site). The
December 2010 edition of AQ Plus was the last to be produced and distributed on CD and DVD; new editions
and updates will now be made available electronically.
Promotions and Ads
In addition to managing advertising for Orchids, John has been designing ads, banners and fliers, etc., to help
promote the Society as well as the AOS Visitors Center and Botanical Garden; these are proofed and
standardized by Jim. Among them:
Fliers for the Gift Shop
 Sales
 Orchid Basket Campaign
Wine & Jazz Advertising Campaign
 Newspaper ads (several different sizes and months)
 Fliers
 Banners
AOS Ads
 AOS Members Meeting — several different sizes and designs for the Spring Meetings
 AOS ads for reciprocal ad program (i.e., Japan Orchid Growers Association, The Orchid Review,
Orchid Digest, Cymbidium Society, Audubon, American Rose Society, American Spirit, African Violet
Magazine, American Gardener (American Horticultural Society)
 2011 Supplement (to mail with July 2011 Orchids)
 Philadelphia International Flower Show (ads)
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1st Cattleya Symposium (ads)
2011 Redland International Orchid Festival (ad)
1st International Conference of Orchid Conservation (ad)
AOS Appreciation of Vendors (ad)

Membership
 Philadelphia International Flower Show — trifold membership brochures, rack cards, posters and
handouts
 New membership coupon
 Two-year membership coupon
 Membership brochure
 Membership flier
 Affiliates flier
Miscellaneous Ads and Fliers
 Spring Tropical Plant and Orchid Sale (flier, ads)
 Mother’s Day at AOS (ad)
(end)
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REPORT FROM THE PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Spring, 2011
While the economy and the high cost of travel have affected attendance at our committee
meetings since 2008, the Publications Committee remains active and communicates throughout
the year on matters of policy. On April 23 we held our first ever “virtual” committee meeting using
an online chat application. The meeting was better attended than any “live” meeting since I have
been chair. In attendance were: Harry G., Cindy H., Jeanne B., Don G., Wes H. and corresponding
member, Kathy Barrett. Our meeting was quite successful and we will undoubtedly use the
medium again.
Our first item of business was to develop a theme for the 2012 Dillon-Peterson essay contest.
After brief discussion, we settled on: “The Greatest Influence on My Orchid Passion”.
Our next most important agenda item was to find a successor as committee chair, as my term will
be expiring this year. Although nobody volunteered, we did discuss a co-chair option and I am
drafting chair and committee member responsibilities to present to the committee for their
consideration. In a related vein, we discussed adding new members and several names were
offered.
Magazine content requests were discussed and amended. Committee members offered to follow
up on finding authors for several topics and offered new topics. Among those are: Polystachya,

Comparettia, pests & diseases, Nobel Prize winner & orchid grower, Richard Heck.
Special magazine issues for volume 80 will include an “orchid pollination” issue (June) and a
conservation issue (August). Our second annual awards issue (this month) has received much
favorable comment and I personally thank the contributors, especially Pete Furniss who was the
only person who could have shared his experience of judging orchids around the world. Once
again we will be producing a “13th issue” supplement to mail with the July magazine. The topic is
Sarcochilus and the thesis is written by Jean Ikeson of Canada.
The Publications Committee of the AOS has no action items to present to the trustees.

Respectfully submitted,
Greg Allikas
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